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Supreme Pious Duplicity

Supreme Pious Duplicity is the act of senior religious/spiritual figures openly preaching moral restraint, virtue and
peace while secretly advocating war, terror, satanic worship, murder and social corruption.

Mysterium Iniquitatis
It is a sacred oath of true Satanists of ancient rites such as the Roman Cult, the Venetian Satanic Cult and the Basque Luciferian
Cult to the Mysterium Iniquitatis (Latin for Mystery of Evil) which requires a satanic member to withhold from uttering any individual
word in public and private that may be unmistakably regarded as openly satanic.
This is not to say that famous Satanists such as Pope Pius XII, Pope Paul VI and more recently Pope Benedict XVI do not
occasionally make statements which are clearly evil in both intent and phrase --such the Pope Benedicts appalling statements
concerning the plight of AIDS in Africa—it is that nowhere will you find a senior Satanist making an open statement such as
“Lucifer is my lord”, or “Lord Moloch is to whom I sacrifice children and heretics”.
Instead, openly satanic chants and practices are to be found through the network of hundreds of thousands of enthusiastic
amateurs who adhere to Wicca and other invented forms of Satanism by the Vatican.
However, the evidence of Pious duplicity is to be found in the nature of Mysterium Iniquitatis, that the language used by senior
Satanists of the Vatican and its agents takes advantage of the provenance of words and naturally design duplicity of artificially
corrupted languages such as English, Italian, French, German and even Middle Ages Latin.

The double meaning of words
One only has to open a reasonably dictionary to discover that many of the most important words of modern European languages
contain multiple meanings. What s often not clear is the “first” meaning.
To the general population, word semantics --what is the first definition and therefore the foundation meaning of a word—is
something of little interest and concern. That the word “Human” comes from the combination of the Scottish name for sheep and
men to create its original meaning “sheep people” or “sheople” may be of interest, but little impact.
Yet the double meanings of words and the satanic origins of many of the most common and important words of modern language
is of vital importance to Satanists such as the Roman Cult—because it allows them to honor Mysterium Iniquitatis and speak in a
manner which is both supremely satanic and superficially pious simultaneously.
In recent years, Western cultures have come to understand that such pious duplicity can have real consequences, particularly the
proven examples of broadcasts by terrorist leaders to their faithful which contained “encoded” messages –precisely the same
system as Satanists, but with less finesse.
A Pope may declare faith to god, without ever having to mention Moloch, yet dedicate such a statement to his Lord.
A senior Vatican clergy may speak of “cleansing fire” to “heal heretics” and never be accused of advocating another Great Holy
Inquisition of the kind undertaken by Pope Pius XII and the Jesuits in World War II in which over 18 million people were burnt alive
to Moloch and satanic gods of the Vatican.
Such is the inherent duplicity of modern language, created by the scholars of the Vatican for the precise purpose of not having to
openly state a clear signal of evil intent.
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